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12 /  Commodities’ Allure As Diversifier, Growth Participation Asset And Inflation Hedge Enhanced As The Fed Poises To 
Tightens Monetary Policy Even Further - An article about commodities today feels very compelling, particularly so, given 
that commodity indices reached their high about seven years ago. The years 2016 and 2017 did manage to advance again 
and we have recommended to come back in the sector from mid-last year. Today, commodities are underperforming equities 
by a proverbial mile . But the seven-year drought may be coming to an end, as the Federal Reserve is set to put in place an 
even tighter monetary policy as US growth and activity remain on the strong side.  The incipient backwardated structure in 
the commodities market, which started to appear during Q4 last year, will continue to contribute to a positive roll yield on 
commodity indices. The environment for commodities could not be better as it is the best since 2011 – we have a global eco-
nomic recovery, with a low level of commodity inventories and severe supply constraints. The  lack of production capacity, 
brought about by sharply diminished Capital Expenditures during the GFC period, should come around and help to push up 
commodity prices to incentivize new capacity to cope up with increased global demand. Consequently, after a short term 
healthy set back to digest recent gains, commodities could spike in the summer months.

18 / Timing and Tactical Insight - Commodities may consolidate towards late Q1, they should then re-accelerate up again 
towards late Q2 / midyear - Industrial commodities (oil, metals) have had a great run since mid last year, and more generally 
since early 2016. During these periods, they have fulfilled our targets, both in terms of price projections and timing, and Q1 
may now see them retrace some of their recent gains. That said, their uptrends, and the reflation trade to which they are 
related, still seems to show some strength towards late Q2 / mid year. We would hence expect  them to resume up one last 
time from late Q1 to late Q2. We cannot exclude that this further/last move up turns into a late cycle commodity blow-off.

24 / EM economies and assets are outperforming, but a US dollar resurgence later in the year may derail MSCI EM$ and 
EM currencies - Emerging markets have been star performers since early 2017. Over the past few quarters, the allure of EM 
markets has been their cheap valuations and potential for growth, amidst an environment of falling US Dollar, easy US and 
global financial conditions and low market volatility  – optimum circumstance for EM equities’ outperformance. For the first 
time in many cycles, all the BRIC countries (Brazil, Russia, India and China) are growing at the same time, along with the deve-
loped world. That has historically weakened the US dollar, a primary requisite for the performance of EM assets. In addition, 
even as EM growth returned, price pressures have mostly remained contained. High inflation has historically been the bane 
of EM economic policy makers, who had to make a choice between looser monetary policy and higher inflation. Will the 
outperformance of EM assets continue? Cheap EM valuations are disappearing and easy US and global financial conditions 
are being whittled away. EM equities now trade at 14.4 times estimated 2018 earnings (by some analysts) – up from 10 times 
in the early years of the decade – one side effect of money flowing back into EM funds. We believe EM risk assets will likely 
be in a more precarious situation later in the year. Global monetary policy changes are usually first reflected through the 
valuation of the US Dollar, so an EM watch is tantamount to a US dollar watch.  And as we saw in several financial cycles, the 
combination of rising global rates and stronger US Dollar had been toxic for EM currencies and equities.

26/ Timing and Tactical Insight - Emerging Markets still look strong towards late Q2, yet may underperform until March - 
Emerging markets have had a great run over the last few months, and recently during the sell-off they held up better than 
developed market. That said, we believe the tide is turning, at least momentarily. We expect them to correct down vs deve-
loped markets over the next 3 to 6 weeks, possibly underperforming between 3 and 5% during this period. Following that, 
from late Q1, Emerging Markets  should  accelerate up again and outperform developed markets probably until late Q2 / mid 
year. This is in line with our bullish projections on commodities for Q2. During this later period, China and Commodity related 
geographies should be the leaders in the Emerging markets space.   

32 / Inventories’ negative seasonality and outlook of large US oil output threaten a pullback in oil and E&P equity prices 
- The oil market has recently been bombarded with news about prospective large US crude oil output which is set to rise by 
1.8 million barrels per day from the nation’s largest shale producing areas over the next year, according to new forecasts by 
the US Energy Information Administration (EIA). The EIA’s survey showed that US production of crude oil in November 2017 
was 10.038 million barrels per day, matching the historical record achieved by the US in 1971. The milestone was reached 
significantly earlier than many observers had anticipated (us included). What the news often fails to emphasize is that the 
1.8 million-jump in US production equals the volume of production cuts agreed upon by the Organization of Petroleum Ex-
porting Countries (OPEC) and their allies (NOPEC) which include Russia. US oil inventories have been declining sharply since 
early 2017, after massive builds in 2015 and 2016, and that has been one of the primary drivers of the sharp rallies in crude 
oil prices over the past 7 months.  However, EIA reported a crude storage build of 6.776 million bbls last week – a level that 
was not expected by many in the oil market. The start of the seasonal build of oil inventories usually comes at the end of De-
cember and lasts until mid-to late April. A sustained decline in Refinery Oil Inputs should negatively impact the current bullish 
sentiment on gasoline and oil prices, as that removes one of the primary drivers of the current decline in US oil inventories. 
We believe that last week’s oil inventories build of 6.776 million bbls marks the start of a sequence of stockages which could 
extend into May. This may have significant impact on energy prices.
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35 / Timing and Tactical Insight -  The latest Sell-off is probably an initial warning of the end-game to unfold later this 
year - The recent sell-off in equities probably provides a wake up call for many complacent equity investors. Indeed, from a 
technical perspective, equity markets are certainly very extended, and the parabolic ascent over the last few months has left 
little indications as to where the support levels lie.  One may wonder how deep this correction could go, or if it may even be 
signaling the beginning of an outright Bear market. We believe not, at least not for now. Indeed, we expect the rise in infla-
tionary pressures and interest rates to moderate over the next few weeks. This in turn should help USD/JPY rebound, could 
create an worthwhile intermediate top on EUR/USD, push Gold retrace down, while putting a floor on equities. Provided 
most equity markets manage to hold above the support of their C Corrective targets down over the next few days, we would 
expect them to gradually stabilize during February, and even attempt a further move up towards March. If we are correct, 
these last few days would have provided a strong initial warning of what may potentially unfold, later in the year, with more 
magnitude.

41 / Eurozone will keep growth momentum going in 2018 on weaker EUR/USD, but political risks will become even more 
elevated -European economic growth accelerated after two years of steady but flat recovery, demonstrating once again the 
institutional resilience of the economic bloc. The outstanding performance was driven primarily by exports, despite a surging 
currency . For 2018, we expect the cyclical economic upswing to continue; however, this year, we expect political risk to re-
main high or more likely, even escalate. Germany is catching up with its neighbours, as recent elections across Europe show 
that electorates are increasingly favouring alternative or populist parties over mainstream parties and candidates. Expect 
more political fragmentation, and the emergence of unusual government coalitions and that will mean a more complicated 
policymaking outlook across the region in 2018 and beyond. However, the biggest potential political risk to the eurozone is 
the Italian election on the 4th of March 2018. This is the immediate political hurdle that the eurozone needs to clear. Matteo 
Renzi and his party (strong proponents of the EU), have collapsed in the polls, in part because of the fading popularity of 
the EU. All polls project a highly-fragmented parliament, and tough negotiations will be needed to form a new government, 
which will have to deal with an ailing financial system and relentless weak economic growth and elevated debt levels. The 
underlying economic strength of the bloc has so far, superseded concerns around the prospective change in monetary policy 
outlook and the recent gains in the euro. But how long will it last?

44 / Timing and Tactical Insight - Strong potential, yet will it be fulfilled? Financials still look strong at least - As we write, 
the current market sell-off could still be underway. That said, for now, European markets are holding onto the support of 
their August 2017 lows.  Below that , the downside risk is probably towards the support of the January 2017 intermediate 
highs, 3 to 6% lower. This is non negligible, but not compelling. On a relative basis, European markets vs World markets are  
Oversold. We expect them to bounce back and outperform over the next 3 to 6 weeks. If the US Dollar manages to hold onto 
its recent short term gains, this may happen as global equity markets rebound. On the sector front, Defensives still look weak 
until mid year. Energy, Basic Resources and Industrials could retrace some of their recent outperformance during Q1 and 
then re-accelerate up towards mid year. Financials still look strong.  Geographically, the DAX and the CAC could outperform 
over the next few weeks, as markets stabilize and the USD rebounds. Following that, our dynamic Europe portfolio (Italy, 
Greece, Portugal, Austria) should outperform again, probably towards mid year.

52 / Splicing the markets - Could H1 2018 see the return of the Yen carry trade ? - During the January  Dollar sell-off, the Yen 
was the only Major currency not to have made new highs vs the Dollar. Just recently, during the brisk Equity market sell-off 
we have seen (or may still be seeing), it has also held above support and previous lows. We take this as a sign of medium term 
weakness for the Yen, and indeed, when we compare most currencies vs the Yen, these look strong from mid/late Q1 into 
the Summer. These dynamics could fit quite well with our commodity acceleration scenario in Q2, as the Yen has traditionally 
been the main funding currency of such trends.
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